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A Few God Moments at Cru19
In many ways, this year’s Cru staﬀ conference was similar to previous ones. We met at Colorado State University. There were lots of
people. There were lots of meetings with some great and inspiring speakers. We saw old friends and made a few new friends.
However, the things I remember most about our time at Cru19 are the ways in which God seemed to meet us right where we’re at, in
our present life situation.
Early in the conference Jen and I received a text from a person Jen works with in her
side role of National Leadership Development. He wanted to connect us with a man he knew
named Bob Beaton who is on staﬀ with Cru at the Naval Academy. I texted Bob and we
arranged to meet. It turns out, Bob is a 1959 graduate of the Naval Academy and after a long
military career, joined Cru’s staﬀ in 1994. In 2000, Bob started the Cru ministry at the Naval
Academy and while he stepped down from
leading the movement a few years ago, Bob
is still active in ministering to Midshipmen
(aka “Mids”) at the Yard (the US Naval
Academy Campus).
Not long after that, Jen and I bumped
into one of our former UC Davis students in
the lobby of our hotel (one of the fun
things about these conferences is running
into people you haven’t connected with in a
while). Her husband mentioned that they personally know the Cru Director at the Naval
Academy and they introduced us to Kyle via text. Kyle and I were able to meet a few days
later during an afternoon break.
After sharing introductions, I asked Kyle if he knew anything about our family. He said
he only knew that we had a son who was entering the Naval Academy. I began to share a
bit more, including the fact that Jacob has a twin brother, Joshua, who is at West Point.
At that point, Kyle interrupted me and quickly pulled out his phone where he pulled up a photo and said, “I think I’ve already met your
son.” The photo showed about 15 Plebes (that is what they call 1st year students) who were at the first Cru Bible study just a few weeks
prior. Jacob was front and center in that photo. Kyle then went on to share that
Jacob had talked with him after the group time and asked for prayer for his twin
brother who is at West Point. Jacob never shared that his parents are on staﬀ with
Cru and that he is a staﬀ kid.
It was amazing to find out that Jacob has already been
pursuing a spiritual community on his own and we were able
to connect with the leaders of that community at our national
conference.
A few days into the conference, we were scheduled to get
phone calls from both Jacob and Joshua, ON THE SAME DAY!
There are limited opportunities to talk to our boys during the
summer training so we were pretty excited to hear from
them. The problem was we had no idea the exact time they
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each other for the first time in their lives.
In the end, God provided inspiring and visionary
speakers, just as we expected. He also refreshed us by
connecting us to friends and colleagues we had not seen in a while. But the bonus was providing those
moments that calmed our hearts as parents, allowing us a glimpse into what He’s doing in the lives of our
sons who are no longer with us. Thank you for your continued prayers. They mean the world to us!
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